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Man , this is the 1st project that got it all started ... Booyowski runs THE HIPNOTIK TV SHOW west coast

Underground Television ... Back in 97,98,99 he started this project added some tight mc's and put it out

early 03 19 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: White-Boy Rap, HIP HOP/RAP: West Coast Rap Details: Finally

a rap album that aint just the same ol'shiznit with the much talked about hits like "Blah-Blah", the "Sphot"

and "In the bay" this cd is a must have in your collection. You gotta get this CD based on the fact that it is

what got the HIPNOTIK tv SHOW Started !!! Outta San francisco and the whole damn Bay Area

Booyowski , Hellbent and PI , along w/the other featured artist But HOLD THE PHONE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! The

Mix tape is available Now with 1/2 original songs and half mixtape songs Its HOT , Mr.TOWER from east

Oaklnd Heads the CD , thehipshow(look in the hipshop and buy it ) also: The BEST OF SEASON 1 DVD

4 hour dvd coming soon !!! & The much anticipated release of the NEW ALBUM "THE SOUNDTRAK with

Beats by D.J. EDDIE KASH " and Nick Ngo of the fingerbangers will be one of the best soundin cds in a

long time , the beats Kash makes are Incredible, LOOK OUT DR.Dre/ TIMBO/ NEPTUNES , ,NO one can

get with this album ITS TOO HOT !!!!!!!!!!!!!! The SOUNDTRAK drops summer 2005 and its ridiculous how

tight that cd is turnin out to be !!!!!!!!!! The MC's on the SOUNDTRAK are the FEDERATION, The TEAM,

LouieLoco , Lolo Swift ,Honest Bob, Matt Blaque ,John Legend , mobb Deep, E-40, CASP, 10sion,

Hell-Bent and alot more stay tuned !!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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